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Climbing plants need to reach supports and position their leaves for light capture. Vines
and lianas develop a large diversity of self-supporting shoots among diverse species and
different kinds of attachment. A searcher’s reach is a crucial trait for colonising supports
in complex three-dimensional spaces. We explore the reach capacity and diversity
of searcher shoots among representative temperate and tropical climbing plants. We
investigate the overall range of variation between short- and long-reach searchers; the
mechanical and anatomical organisations underlying reach capacities; how searcher
architectures are linked to different climbing strategies such as stem twining, tendril
climbing, root climbing, and branch-angle-hook climbing. We investigated reach and
mechanical and anatomical organisations (stem rigidity and stiffness, stem and tissue
geometry) in 29 climbing plant species from temperate and tropical habitats. Searchers
show a wide range of maximal reach per species from 0.1 to 2.5 m. Flexural rigidity (EI) at
the base of searchers increased with reach length; overall this increase was proportional
although some longest-reaching shoots develop proportionally thinner searcher bases
with higher stiffness [structural Young’s modulus (Estr)] than shorter-reach shoots. Bases
of short-reach searchers rely more on primary tissues compared to long-reach shoots,
which rely more on wood production. We identified different mechanical architectures
for a given reach capacity across all species. These are linked to different kinds of
attachment mechanisms, support foraging, and possibly leaf display. Plants attaching
by twining of the main stem showed a wide range of reach capacity. They also
developed lighter, more slender, less rigid, but generally relatively stiff (higher Estr)
shoots compared with tendril climbers and branch-angle-hook climbers. Differences
in the mechanical architecture of searcher shoots in climbing plants are informative for
understanding how diverse climbing plant species explore and colonise different kinds
of three-dimensional spaces. This is a key feature that distinguishes different habitat
preferences. We discuss how such knowledge is not only important for understanding
functional biology and ecology of climbing plants but is also of interest for developing
new technologies in soft robotics that mimic climbing plants that can navigate through
unstructured environments.

Keywords: biomechanics, climbing plants, liana, searcher shoot, self-supporting anatomy, support foraging,
three-dimensional space
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INTRODUCTION

Many land plants such as trees mechanically sustain their
entire aerial system for their entire life history (Givnish, 1995;
Niklas, 1999b; Moulia et al., 2006; Read and Stokes, 2006).
Climbing plants are well known for their highly flexible older
stems and their reliance on host trees for support. Vines
and lianas are also becoming increasingly better understood
in terms of the functional biology of young stages of growth
as self-supporting shoots and searchers. Searcher shoots or
“searchers” represent a key developmental phase of climbing
plants. In many natural conditions, young shoots of climbing
plants must navigate an obstacle course of gaps, hindrances,
potential supports, movements caused by wind and rain as well
as moving, oscillating leaves and stems. Such shoots have been
referred to as: rising shoots (Darwin, 1875), searcher shoots
(Putz, 1984), erect leaders shoots (Hegarty, 1991), searchers
(Rowe and Speck, 1996), stiff young shoots (Rowe et al., 2006)
and erect leafless shoots (Gianoli, 2015). The climbing habit
potentially saves energy by reducing investment in mechanical
support. It is often characterised by slender stems and high
leaf productivity and turn-over compared with self-supporting
plants of similar stem biomass (Wyka et al., 2013). Slender stems,
rapid growth, searching mechanisms, and movements combined
with reliable attachment are all key adaptations for the climbing
habit. These features facilitate exploration, and occupation of
the forest understory, the canopy, and disturbed environments
such as treefall gaps and forest margins (Putz, 1984; Nabe-
Nielsen and Hall, 2002; Ledo and Schnitzer, 2014; Mori et al.,
2018). Self-supporting phases of growth may be prolonged under
certain environmental conditions such as water, light, or support
availability (Gartner, 1991; Cai et al., 2008). In some species,
young stages of self-supporting growth can even develop as small
treelets and reach sexual maturity (Ménard et al., 2013). Self-
supporting phases of growth are most often expressed during
younger phases of development (Caballé, 1998). But are also
expressed during episodes of vegetative growth and renewal of
shoots (Peñalosa, 1984; Rowe and Speck, 1996; Baret et al., 2003;
Gianoli, 2003; Rowe et al., 2006). We explore the functional
significance of self-supporting properties in climbing plants in
terms of three interrelated properties that are determined by
bending experiments in the field. The reader is referred to two
excellent sources that discuss these parameters in detail (Ennos,
2011; Niklas and Spatz, 2012) and a further source that details
a more hands-on application of the experimental protocols
(Rowe et al., 2006).

(i) stem rigidity, this is a measure of the resistance of a
stem to a bending force (EI) in units of (N.mm2). It is a
measure of the combined influence of the stem’s combined
tissue’s stiffness (E) and the stem’s second moment of area
(I), which is a measure of the stem’s size and geometry.
Stem rigidity and the properties, which contribute to it are
crucial traits for functional and ecological studies. A plant
stem can change its flexural rigidity during development
by either changing the stiffness of the material comprising
the stem or increasing or decreasing the diameter of
the stem or both.

(ii) Stem stiffness, this is a measure of the elastic mechanical
resistance of a tissue or a combination of tissues that
comprise a plant stem. It is measured by placing the
material under compression, tension or bending and
determining how much deformation is observed for a
given force applied. It is normally referred to as Young’s
modulus (E) in units of MNm−2 (units of force per units
of area). A “soft” tissue that is low in stiffness such as
parenchyma typically has a “low” Young’s modulus. “hard”
tissue that is high in stiffness such as dense lignified wood
typically has a high Young’s modulus. In some studies,
the term “structural” Young’s modulus Estr is used to
emphasise that we are referring to a combination of tissues
comprising the materials under study. In this case, most
searcher shoots comprise a mixture of different tissues with
different Young’s moduli.

(iii) Stem second moment of area, this is a measure of the cross-
sectional size and shape of a stem when under bending.
It refers to the distribution of material(s) (tissues) in the
stem cross-section relative to the neutral axis. This exists
at the centroid and along the length of a structure under
bending and at 90◦ to the direction of the applied force. It
is referred to as second moment of area (I) and is measured
in units of mm or m to the power of four (m4 or mm4).
We refer to second moment of area in terms of a whole
stem as well as in terms of single tissue areas. A large tree
trunk will have an exponentially larger second moment
of area than a small sapling. In terms of the organisation
of tissues in a cross section, a centrally positioned pith
will have a low second moment of area. A peripherally
placed layer of sclerenchyma, for example, will have a high
second moment of area.

For a given stem the product of stem stiffness (E) and stem
second moment of area (I) result in the flexural rigidity of a
stem in bending (EI). Approaches that measure and explore these
three terms are an excellent way of revealing how different plant
stems develop and optimise rigidity and stiffness and have a great
potential for comparative studies in ecology. In this study, we
explore the patterns of stiffness, rigidity, and second moment
of area for diverse searcher shoots and their abilities to cross
gaps between supports. In climbing plants these mechanical and
geometrical features are linked to other complex attributes. These
include circumnutatory movements, nastic movements, and a
wide range of attachment mechanisms. All of these must work
together to cross gaps and find and attach to supports especially in
unstructured, unpredictable three-dimensional spaces. Rigid self-
supporting stems and their length and reach capacity are possibly
linked to complex movements and anchorage mechanisms. This
combination of “static properties” and “movements” — what we
might call “searcher behaviour” is much less well known but is of
considerable interest.

Searching and Foraging
Different species of searcher shoots can locate new hosts in
different ways. In many species, there is a basal rigid component
of the searcher shoot constructed of stiff tissues that ensures
mechanical stability. More apical parts of the searcher shoot
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are often capable of movement. These can be either “active”
such as circumnutations or nastic movements or more “passive”
mechanisms such as off-vertical leaning and swaying toward
potential supports. Some searcher shoots undergo extreme elastic
buckling and collapsing under their own weight onto host
branches below. Many species undergo what can be referred to
as scrambling and roving forward by apical growth. Such forms
can grow through complex three-dimensional environments
without “targeting” specific host structures. Most climbers
develop searchers that deploy attachment organs. These can
comprise highly modified leaves, stems, petioles, branches and
roots as well as smaller scale textured surfaces that stick or
hook onto host surfaces. Searcher shoots and their attachment
organs are often highly adapted for attaching to different supports
in many different “active” and “passive” ways. These include
twining on supports and tendril attachment to twigs and leaves.
Hooks, branches, and petiole angle attachments can anchor more
passively to host structures but need to remain in tension to stay
reliably attached. Searchers can also attach and anchor themselves
to supports via growth processes and thigmomorphogenetic
responses induced by proximity or continuous or repeated
contacts. Uninduced mechanisms exist such as preformed coiling
and hook differentiation and deployment prior to any direct
contact with a support (Gerbode et al., 2012; Guerra et al.,
2019; Sousa-Baena et al., 2021). Support foraging behaviours
can involve different mechanisms acting in concert such as
stem elongation, self-supporting mechanics, searching by active
and/or passive movement, attachment organ deployment, and
anchorage (Baillaud, 1962; Millet et al., 1988; Stolarz, 2009;
Simonetti et al., 2021). Searching and attaching mechanisms have
been popularly studied in terms of the attachment organ itself.
Rather less is known about how the searchers deploy combined
searching and attachment behaviours. Furthermore, little is
known about how deployment mechanisms vary according to the
distance between supports, which is a crucial factor in colonising
different habitats.

Reach Capacity
Searcher shoots are well known for developing relatively high
stiffness compared to the older more compliant stems (Rowe
and Speck, 1996; Isnard et al., 2003; Rowe et al., 2006). This
allows them to span distances up to several metres in length
(Putz, 1984). The reach capacity of searcher shoots has been
shown to vary considerably between species. This is likely
linked to the developmental constraints that limit rigidity for
sustaining mechanical stability (Coudurier, 1992; Lahaye et al.,
2005). Some authors have suggested that tendril-climbers span
shorter distances than climbers with other modes of attachment
such as twiners or scramblers. This difference might be related
to tendril climbers being restricted mostly to only slender
supports (Darwin, 1875; Putz, 1984; Gianoli, 2015). According
to optimal foraging theory (e.g., Charnov, 1976; Pyke, 1984;
Bartumeus and Catalan, 2009; Gianoli, 2015), selection should
favour economising biomass investment for self-supporting
searchers. This would potentially enhance support location and
light acquisition at the level of the whole plant (Gianoli, 2015).
Reaching a longer distance potentially comes at the expense of

proportionally higher constructional costs via stem thickening
and stiffening. This will likely influence different biomass and
tissue development patterns of the stem. Furthermore, different
climbing behaviours are likely adapted to differences in three-
dimensional distances and support geometries. There is therefore
a large potential for understanding climbing performances
between different species and different climbing habits by
considering how mechanical properties, anatomical organisation,
and supported biomass are related to the gap spanning capacity
of searcher stems.

Functional Implications at the Shoot
Level
Attachment to a support is believed to influence a change in
shoot development from being stiff (high Young’s modulus)
to being flexible (capable of deforming-bending or twisting-
a lot without breaking). Flexible stems that are resistant to
breaking are typical of many old stages of growth (Ewers
et al., 1991; Putz and Holbrook, 1991). Transitions from stiff
to flexible properties can involve changes in tissue organisation
at several hierarchical levels. These can include the proportions
and radial organisations of stiff versus compliant tissues, to
changes in cell wall thickness and lumen diameter (Rowe and
Speck, 1996; Rowe et al., 2004; Isnard et al., 2005) to changes
in microfibril angle (Ménard et al., 2009) and cell wall chemistry
(Chabbert et al., 1997; Hoffmann et al., 2003). The stiff to flexible
transition also involves profound changes in biomass allocation,
hydraulic conductivity, light capture as well as stem toughness
(the resistance to fracture). One highly visible trait among shoots
of many vines and lianas is delayed leaf expansion. This has
been considered to be important for stem twiners and tendril
climbers, since the presence of large foliage leaves are believed
to physically hinder foraging for supports (Raciborski, 1900;
French, 1977). Some architectural shifts known as “axialization”
(growth and development of stems) and “foliarization” (growth
and development of leaves) are well known for trees (Lauri, 1988;
Lauri and Kelner, 2001) and also play important strategic roles
in the growth of climbing plants (Peñalosa, 1982, 1984; Baret
et al., 2003). Despite knowledge of many morphological strategies
during the development of searcher shoots, the anatomical and
mechanical features underlying stem development during leaf
display, stem movements, and diverse support-foraging strategies
remain little known.

Aims
We investigate how reach capacity in climbing plants varies
between species and how it is linked to different attachment
mechanisms. Second, we explore how reach capacities of different
species are related to stem properties of the searcher base –
the part that mechanically supports the entire searcher shoot.
This includes searcher rigidity (EI), searcher stiffness structural
Young’s modulus (Estr), cross-sectional area (A), and second
moment of area and (I). We measure all these parameters for
the basal whole stem cross section, and furthermore, we explored
values of (A) and (I) for the different tissues of the load-bearing
searcher base. For example, some searcher stem bases might
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employ a wide central pith as a geometrical spacer to optimise the
contribution of stiff tissues at the outside. Other species rely on a
central wood cylinder and others on an outer band of stiff primary
fibre tissues. Some species might integrate all of these patterns
for optimising stem properties and reach. Third, we discuss how
divergent mechanical and anatomical organisations vary between
short- and long-reach searcher shoots and how such differences
might vary with overall fresh mass and dry mass of searcher
shoots. In other words, how might climbing plants optimise
the trade-off between maintaining long reaches but minimising
mass and construction costs. Fourth, we analyse how divergent
organisations vary for a given reach capacity and how these are
related to attachment modes and leaf development.

In this paper, we use a working definition for a searcher
shoot as an axial self-supporting part of a climbing plant having
a growing apex that may show one or more characteristics
linked to support foraging and attachment. These latter can
include elongated internodes, attachment organs, and commonly,
a segment of the stem (normally distal to median) that undergoes
circumnutatory or nastic movement. This definition is not
that straightforward across diverse climbers. However, it is
necessary to identify in the field “true searcher shoots” that
functionally locate and attach to supports. This is not always
easy since some species of climber do not develop noticeably
specialised climbing organs but achieve true climbing via
modified branch angles (Gallenmüller et al., 2004, 2009; Ménard
et al., 2009). Furthermore, vines and lianas can develop different
kinds of self-supporting stems other than searcher shoots. For
example, shoots of the same individual or species that are
adapted for light capture and which differ markedly from self-
supporting, support foraging (truly searching) searchers. The
latter can differ in the presence of fully expanded leaves, shorter
internodes, and absence of climbing organs and specialised
circumnutatory movements.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

In this study our approach was to include species from both
tropical and temperate regions, thus including diverse searcher
shoots from different climatic zones. We collected the longest
searcher shoots for each species that still maintained an erect or
self-supporting posture from a vertical to horizontal orientation
but not downward pointing orientation and that were still
unattached to a support. Our aim was to analyse how this
maximal reach of a given species was related to the mechanical
properties and anatomy of the crucial load bearing segment at
the base of the searcher long- and short-reach searchers.

Biological Material and Study Sites
We sampled 190 searcher shoots in 29 species from 21 families
to represent a wide range of climbing habits (Table 1). For
most species, we were able to sample searcher shoots derived
from mature individuals in wooded, marginal to open habitats.
A few species were only accessible in early stages of growth
as young individuals (genets) because they were difficult to
find free of any support as searcher shoots of older stages

(i.e., Machaerium quinquinatum and Bauhinia guianensis).
One species of a climbing Cactaceae was sampled from a
common garden collection at the AMAP lab, Montpellier.
Tropical species from natural habitats were sampled during
a 2-month field season at the beginning of the rainy season
from November 2020 to January 2021. Shoots were sampled
in French Guiana from their natural habitats in two sites
in the vicinity of Sinnamary. One site included the Paracou
experimental station (5◦16′26′′ N, 52◦55′26′′ W) and the second
included stations in forest margins accessible along the road
known as the “Piste de St-Elie” (5◦16′59′′ N, 53◦03′15′′ W).
Temperate species were sampled during the summer season
from July to August 2020. Shoots were sampled in urban
and natural habitats in the vicinity of Montpellier, South of
France (43◦39′7′′ N, 3◦51′41′′ E).

Morphological Descriptions
Numerous approaches exist for categorising climbing plants
based on (i) the degree of wood development of the stem (Gentry,
1991); (ii) the degree of strength of attachment with supports
(Caballé, 1986); (iii) the kind of attachment mechanism (e.g.,
Darwin, 1875; Schenck, 1892; Menninger, 1970; Putz, 1984)
and (iv) the morphological origin of the organ involved in
the attachment process (Sousa-Baena et al., 2018). We sampled
searchers of different species grouping them by their main
kind of deployment and attachment. We identified four broad
working categories for the study: (i) Stem twiners: searchers
that attach by twining of the main searcher stem. (ii) Tendril
climbers: searchers that attach by modified, determinate growth
of lateral organs (leaves, stems, petioles) of the searcher stem
that are highly modified into sensitive tendrillar organs. (iii)
Branch-hook-angle climbers: searchers that attach by branch
angles, petiole angles, preformed open hooks, epidermal spines,
and prehensile branches. (iv) Root climbers: searchers that
attach by adventitious roots deploying active adhesive and
attachment development.

Plant Functional Traits
Twelve main traits were selected to investigate functional
attributes of different searcher shoots (Table 2).

Morphological Traits
In order to estimate the reach of a searcher shoot, we measured
in situ the distance in a straight line from the base to the
apex of the searcher shoot (here called the “reach”). Searcher
shoots were cut at the base and temporary stored in a plastic
bag before measurements. In our field laboratory, all the
leaves were removed by cutting the petiole/rachis as close as
possible to the insertion point with the lamina(s). Laminae were
digitised using a 300 dpi-imaging scanner (Epson Perfection
V800; Epson America Inc., Long Beach, CA, United States
and Canon CanoScan LiDE 400; Canon Japan Inc., Tokyo,
Japan), and areas were extracted using the leafarea R package
(Katabuchi, 2015). Fresh masses of the searcher stem and all
appendages (branches, petioles, and laminae) were measured
within 3 h after the shoot was sampled. Dry masses of each
were measured using a precision balance (to 0.1 mg) after
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TABLE 1 | Species information.

Taxa Family Biomes N Attachment modes Attachment organs Group

Clematis vitalba L. Ranunculaceae temperate 15 Twining petioles Rachis Tendril climber

Elaeagnus umbellate Thunb. Elaeagnaceae temperate 5 Scrambling + Hooks or
grapnels

Axilary stem Branch-hook-angle climber

Fallopia dumetorum (L.) Holub Polygonaceae temperate 12 Twining Main stem apex Stem twiner

Hedera helix L. Araliaceae temperate 10 Adhesive roots Adventicious roots Root-climber

Lonicera japonica Thunb. Caprifoliaceae temperate 5 Twining Main stem apex Stem twiner

Pereskia aculeata Mill. Cactaceae tropical 1 Twining + Hooks or
grapnels

Main stem apex Branch-hook-angle climber

Rubus ulmifolius Schott Rosaceae temperate 11 Scrambling + Spines Epicuticular structures Branch-hook-angle climber

Smilax aspera L. Smilacaceae temperate 13 Twining + Tendrils + Spines Main stem
apex + petiole +
epicuticular structures

Tendril climber

Trachelospermum jasminoides (Lindl.)
Lem.

Apocynaceae temperate 6 Twining Main stem apex Stem twiner

Vitis vinifera L. Vitaceae temperate 12 Tendrils Axilary stem Tendril climber

Aegiphila laevis (Aubl.) J.F.Gmel Lamiaceae tropical 3 Twining Main stem apex Stem twiner

Bauhinia guianensis Aubl. Fabaceae tropical 1 Hooks or grapnels Petiole Branch-hook-angle climber

Byttneria cordifolia Sagot Malvaceae tropical 8 Twining + Hooks or
grapnels

Main stem apex + petiole Stem twiner

Cissus haematantha Miq. Vitaceae tropical 5 Tendrils Axilary stem Tendril climber

Condylocarpon guianense Desf. Apocynaceae tropical 5 Twining Main stem apex Stem twiner

Croton pullei Lanj. Euphorbiaceae tropical 2 Hooks or angled-petiole Petiole Branch-hook-angle climber

Davilla nitida (Vahl) Kubitzki Dilleniaceae tropical 10 Twining Main stem apex Stem twiner

Dioscorea sagittata Poir. Dioscoreaceae tropical 10 Twining + Hooks or
grapnels

Main stem
apex + petiole +
epicuticular structures

Stem twiner

Gouania blanchetiana Miq. Rahmnaceae tropical 1 Angled-branches + Tendrils Axilary stem (2nd and 3rd
order)

Tendril climber

Machaerium floribundum Benth. Fabaceae tropical 2 Prehensile
branches + Spines

Axilary stem + stipules Branch-hook-angle climber

Machaerium quinata (Aubl.) Sandwith Fabaceae tropical 1 Prehensile
branches + Spines

Axilary stem + stipules Branch-hook-angle climber

Mesechites trifidus (Jacq.) Müll. Arg. Apocynaceae tropical 10 Twining Main stem apex Stem twiner

Odontadenia perrottetii (A. DC.)
Woodson.

Apocynaceae tropical 5 Twining Main stem apex Stem twiner

Paullinia caloptera Radlk. Sapindaceae tropical 1 Tendrils Axilary stem Tendril climber

Sabicea cinerea Aubl. Rubiaceae tropical 10 Twining Main stem apex Stem twiner

Serjania membranacea Splitg. Sapindaceae tropical 4 Tendrils Axilary stem Tendril climber

Stigmaphyllon sinuatum (DC.) A.Juss. Malpighiaceae tropical 10 Twining Main stem apex Stem twiner

Styzophyllum riparium (HBK) Sandw. Bignoniaceae tropical 10 Tendrils + Hooks or
grapnels

Terminal leaflet Tendril climber

Uncaria guianensis (Aubl.) J.F.Gmel. Rubiaceae tropical 3 Angled-branches + Hooks
or grapnels

Axilary stems (2nd and 3rd
order)

Branch-hook-angle climber

at least 72 h in the oven at 70◦ and constant mass. Stem
diameters were measured using digital callipers with a stated
precision of 0.01 mm.

Biomechanical Traits
Bending properties of the basal part of the searcher shoot were
measured using four-point bending tests (Ennos, 2011). Flexural
rigidity (EI) and Young’s modulus (E) were calculated from
regression lines resulting from plots of the applied bending forces
plotted against the maximum deflections (Rowe et al., 2006). Up
to five weights were applied in sequence at 30 s intervals and
deflections were measured with a dissecting microscope equipped

with a calibrated eyepiece graticule. Weight increments were
selected according to the bending resistance of each sample.
Weights were made up of stainless-steel nuts and machined brass
weights ranging from 1 g to 200 g. The exact mass of weights
was measured to 0.001 gram before field work using a precision
balance in the lab. Span distances were defined as proportional
to the mean elliptical diameter of the stem segment. The span
support was 40 times greater than the diameter and ranged from
30 mm to 447 mm for the longest stems. The load span was set at
between one-half and two-thirds of the span support and ranged
from 11 mm to 255 mm. For the shortest stem segments, we
used customised panniers made of wood and aluminium profiles,
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TABLE 2 | Functional traits measured at the searcher shoots level.

Trait Abbreviation Unit Formula Related function

Reach R cm / Gap-spanning capacity

Basal diameter D mm D = Dvertical+Dhorizontal
2 Growth rate, mechanical reinforcement

Whole shoot freshmass Shootfreshmass g / Supported mass

Lamina area Alamina cm2 / Energy balance, hydraulic demand

Lamina freshmass Laminafreshmass g / Weight of photosynthetic function

Lamina drymass Laminadrymass g / Cost of construction of photosynthetic
function

Shoot water content SWC % SWC = (Shootfreshmass−Shootdrymass)
Shootfreshmass

∗ 100 Capacitance; Growth rate; Searcher
mobility capacity (pers. Cons.)

Flexural rigidity EI N.mm2 a = L−l
2 Mechanical support

EI4pt = (b) ∗
(

L3

48

)
∗

(
3∗a
L

)
− 4 ∗

( a
L

)3

See Section “Biomechanical Traits” for the definition of the
terms

Structural young modulus Estr MN.m−2 Estr =
EI
I Stiffness parameter of flexural rigidity

Second moment of area I mm4 Irectangular =
D3

vertical∗Dhorizontal
12

Ielliptic =
π
4 ∗

(
Dvertical

2

)3
∗

(
Dhorizontal

2

) Geometrical parameter of flexural
rigidity

With D for mean diameter in 3 positions for both
orientations (vertical and horizontal).

Cross sectional area of tissues Atissues mm2 / Structural composition of the stem

Contribution of I%tissues % Itissue,i =

(
Ic−tissue+Atissue∗a2

)
Isection

Mechanical role of tissues

tissues to cross-section second
moment of area

With Itissue, i corresponding to the proportion of the ith tissue
in terms of second moment of area of the entire stem
section.

With I c−tissue corresponding to the second moment of area
of the ith tissue as measured with respect to the centre of
gravity of the tissue itself.

With A tissue corresponding to the cross-sectional area of
the ith tissue.

With a corresponding to the distance from the centre of
gravity of the ith tissue to the neutral axis in bending. The
neutral axis passes through the centre of gravity of the stem
cross section and is parallel to the direction of bending.

With Isection corresponding to the second moment of area
of the entire stem section.

and for the longer stems, we used customised panniers made of
stainless steel.

Flexural rigidity EI (N.mm2) was calculated via the formula
present in Table 2, where l is the load support (i.e., the
distance between two internal supports), L is the support
span (i.e., the distance between the two outside supports)
and b is the slope of the force-deflection curve (N/mm).
Stem diameters were measured at three positions along the
searcher shoot (basal, medial, apical) in the vertical direction
of the applied load and that orthogonal to it in order to
calculate the second moment of area. We used the different
formulas depending on whether the stem was ellipsoidal (e.g.,
Condylocarpon guianense and Trachelospermum jasminoides) or
rectangular (i.e., Cissus haematantha). Some searcher stems had
star-shaped or undulating cross-sectional shape (i.e., Serjania
membraceae, Rubus ulmifolius, and Clematis vitalba). These
were approximated as an ellipse. Since flexural rigidity (EI)
is the product of stiffness (E) and second moment of area
(I) we calculated the structural Young’s modulus at the
base of the searcher shoot (Estr) (MNm−2) from measured

values of EI and calculated values of I (Niklas, 1999b;
Rowe et al., 2006).

Anatomical Traits
Anatomical samples were taken from the segment used for
the bending test from near the base of the shoot. 190 cross
sections ranging from 0.59 to 13.74 mm of diameter were
embedded in paraffin before sectioning at a thickness of 8
to 10 µm with a semi-automated rotary microtome (Leica
Biosystems Rm2245). Sections were stained with Safranin/Astra
blue to distinguish unlignified cells (blue) and lignified
cells (red). Images were taken with a digital microscope
(Keyence VHX-700F) with a magnification of X100 to X300.
Multiple images were taken at different depths of focus and
position to obtain a panorama of stacked pictures of the
cross-section. Thick-walled lignified cells observed in cross
section might represent elongated fibre cells or foreshortened
sclereid tissue (Niklas, 1999a; Clair et al., 2019). We therefore
prepared longitudinal sections on one individual per species
to distinguish fibres from sclereids (Lehnebach et al., 2020)
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and thus interpret their putative mechanical significance
to stem stiffness.

To characterise anatomical organisations of different species,
we distinguished up to 9 types of tissue per species from
the following tissue categories: (i) medullary parenchyma, (ii)
medullary fibres, (iii) xylem (including primary and secondary
xylem), (iv) phloem (including primary and secondary phloem),
(v) cortical parenchyma, (vi) cortical sclereids, (vii) cortical
fibres, (viii) cortical collenchyma and (iv) periderm. We manually
delineated tissues from digitised cross-sections with a graphics
tablet and created layers with the GIMP software (version
2.10.121). Masks of layers were used to calculate cross-sectional
areas and second moments of the entire stem and each area
of each tissue with a customised macro using ImageJ software
(v.1.43u2).

The orientation of the cross-section is critical for calculating
the second moment of area of the entire stem and tissue
proportions. An oval cross-section positioned with its long axis
in the vertical plane would have a higher second moment of
area than if it would be placed in the horizontal plane. We
therefore aligned each cross section and its masks with the long-
axis of the stem arranged vertically. We then measured the second
moment of area in this vertical position (Ix) and at 90◦ (Iy) to it
for both the entire section and the individual tissues. We then
calculated proportions of each tissue in terms of second moment
of area based on the mean values calculated from the vertical and
horizontal orientations.

Statistical Analysis
All statistical analyses and data graphics were performed with
R software3. We applied a one-way ANOVA on a subset data
frame with 170 searcher shoots accounting for 22 species
represented by at least 3 replicates to test how reach capacity
varies between species.

We used standardised major axis regression (SMA) via the
SMATR package (Warton et al., 2012) to observe absolute
and relative changes of mechanical properties, anatomical
organisations, and functional traits with reach capacity. Since
power functions were linked to most traits and reach capacity,
we used log-log graphs to plot the data and log-transformed
the data via the sma function. The assumptions of linearity
and equal variance of all fitted values and assumption of
normally distributed residuals were graphically checked for all
variables. We interpreted correlation coefficients to estimate the
strength linking functional features with reach distance. We also
compared regression slopes (beta) to interpret whether there were
proportional or disproportional changes with increasing reach
distance. Proportionality was defined according to an expected
slope defined by the power function linking both variable units. If
the observed slope is statistically equivalent to the expected one,
we assume that both variables are proportionally related. If the
observed slopes differ from the expected one, we assume that both
variables are disproportionally related (Warton et al., 2012).

1https://www.gimp.org
2http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/
3https://cran.r-project.org/

For exploring the different patterns of tissue organisation
across different searchers, we grouped tissues into four categories
according to their developmental origin and mechanical
properties. These included pith, xylem, stiff bark, and soft bark.
From a mechanical perspective, delimiting the pith is important
since it maximises second moment of area of lignified tissues for
petioles and stems of self-supporting plants (Mahley et al., 2018;
Olson et al., 2018; Pittermann and Olson, 2018; Levionnois et al.,
2020, 2021). Medullary fibres were not considered separately as
a mechanical tissue for the regression analyses. This was because
of their scarcity among species and low contributions to second
moment of area (central positioning close to the neutral axis in
bending) of the whole cross section. We considered the “xylem”
component as a single tissue combining xylem fibres, vessels, and
rays without regard to their primary or secondary origins. For
more peripheral tissues, for simplicity, we defined outer tissues as
“bark” (following the definition of Esau, See Evert, 2006) which
included all tissues outside the xylem cylinder in both young and
older developmental stages. For this category we differentiated
the main supportive bark tissues (cortical fibres and collenchyma;
Leroux, 2012; Mahley et al., 2018; Lehnebach et al., 2020) from the
compliant ones (phloem, cortical parenchyma and periderm) and
none-supportive one (cortical sclereids).

RESULTS

Morphological Diversity
All sampled species could be grouped into one of four broad
groups of attachment mode. These included stem twiners,
tendril climbers, root climbers, and branch-hook angle climbers
(Figure 1 and Table 1). There was a large morphological
diversity within these groups apart from the root climbers which
included only English Ivy (Hedera helix) (Figure 1). All searchers
included a main axis, but species varied in terms of branching,
presence of leaves, and secondary axes. The main axis of some
searchers developed branches with tendrillar structures (e.g.,
Cissus haematantha and Serjania membranaceae) or prehensile
branches (e.g., Machaerium quinata and floribundum). Other
species developed branches producing attachment via wide
angled-branches (e.g., Gouania blanchetiana) or developed
photosynthetic leafy branches (e.g., Uncaria guianensis).

Attachment Mechanisms
Stem twiners often exhibited a hook-shaped distal part of the
searcher, which underwent circumnutatory movements (e.g.,
Stigmaphyllon sinuatum), particularly among tropical species
(Figures 1D,F,J,N). Hook-shaped apices, were not present in
all twining species (e.g., Condylocarpon guianense or Aegiphila
laevis). Different species possessed tendrillar attachment
structures that are derived from different morphological organs.
These included modifications of second-order axillary axes
(e.g., Paullinia caloptera), 3rd order axilary axes (e.g., Gouania
blanchetiana), as well as terminal axes resulting from sympodial
branching at the phytomer level (e.g., Vitis vinifera), leaf sheath
(e.g., Smilax aspera), rachis (e.g., Clematis vitalba), or leaflet level
(e.g., Styzophyllum riparium). Branch-hook angle attachment
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FIGURE 1 | (Continued)
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FIGURE 1 | Morphological diversity of searcher shoots: (A) Elaeagnus umbellata; (B) Cissus haematantha; (C) Condylocarpon guianense; (D) Fallopia dumetorum;
(E) Croton pullei; (F) Davilla nitida; (G) Gouania blanchatiana; (H) Machaerium quinata; (I) Rubus ulmifolius; (J) Stigmaphyllon sinuatum; (K) Hedera helix; (L) Uncaria
guianensis; (M) Sabicea cinerea; (N) Mesechites trifidus; (O) Smilax aspera; (P) Bauhinia guianensis; (Q) Aegiphila laevis; (R) Dioscorea sagittata; (S) Serjania
membranacea; (T) Styzophyllum riparium; (U) Vitis vinifera. Different searcher shoots vary significantly in terms of stem shape, degree of branching, kind of
attachment organ and presence of leaves in addition to the length of the gap across which a species can reach. Many species show straight searcher stems
(A,G,P,Q), but others, especially twiners develop conspicuously curved apical portions that undergo circumnutatory movements (C,D,F,J,N,M). Some searchers
produce woody branches capable of attachment as sensitive prehensile structures (H), others develop sensitive, tendrillar attachment organs (B,G,O,S,T,U), while
still others develop recurved spines, hooks and prickles acting as grappling attachment structures (P,I,L). Presence of leaves on searchers is highly variable;
developmental patterns vary considerably from no leaves at all to basally developed leaves and to leaves all along the searcher stem. In some species leaf petioles
can act as hook like anchoring structures (E).

mechanisms included attachment by reflexed lateral branches
(e.g., Gouania blanchetiana; Uncaria guianense) petiole angles
(e.g., Croton pullei, Dioscorea sagittata, Byttneria cordifolia).
Hooks, grapnels and prickles were observed as modified 3rd

order axes (e.g., Uncaria guianensis), modified stipules (e.g.,
Machaerium quinata and M. floribundum) and epicuticular
structures (e.g., Rubus ulmifolius). Uncaria guianensis is
commonly considered to be a hook climber. We observed
that hooks are modified 3rd order stems borne by 2nd order
lateral branches and that these may also function as angle
attachment devices. Moreover, the 3rd order stems take the
shape of spines when they are initiated in the adaxial position of
the bearing branch. Different degrees of branching and branch
modification can therefore produce combinations of different
attachment mechanisms. Uncaria guianensis can be seen as hook
climber, spine climber, and branch angle climber. The brief
morphological survey underlined the fact that many climbing
plants deploy more than one attachment mechanism. Even
further attachment organ complexity was seen in Smilax aspera
which has epicuticular structures modified into prickles, stipules
modified into tendrils as well as weak stem-twining behaviour.

Leaf Expansion on Searcher Shoots
Leaf development on searcher shoots was extremely variable
across species. Searcher shoots of some species developed fully
expanded leaves from the beginning of the self-supporting
phase such as Croton pullei, Hedera helix, and Aegiphila
laevis (Figures 1E,K,Q). Other species such as Davilla nitida,
Machaerium quinnata, and Odontadenia perotteti did not bear
expanded leaves at all (Figures 1H,J). Leaf development on
self-supporting searcher shoots was variable among species. It
varied from leaves that were fully expanded only at the base
(e.g., Styzophyllum riparium) (Figure 1T) to being fully expanded
all along the searcher shoot during the self-supporting phase
(e.g., Aegiphila laevis) (Figure 1Q). Some species showed delayed
leaf development where only leaf primordia are present with
small unexpanded laminas during the self-supporting phase (e.g.,
Fallopia dumetorum; Stigmaphyllon sinuatum; Condylocarpon
guianense; Serjania membranaceae). Following the retention of
leaves as primordia several developmental variations were seen:
leaf expansion occurred following attachment to a support or
also when a support was not found and the searcher became
pendulous (Figure 2A). In other species, leaf primordia are
rapidly aborted if the internode bearing them does not come
in contact with a support (e.g., Odontadenia perotteti). In other
species, expanded leaves are only produced via short leafy shoots

from axilary or terminal meristems in growth episodes after the
searching and support foraging phase (e.g., Davilla nitida and
Machaerium quinata) (Figure 2B).

Reach Variation
Among 190 searcher shoots sampled we observed a maximal
reach capacity that varied from 10.5 cm in the stem twiner
Fallopia dumetorum to 268 cm in the branch-hook angle climber
Uncaria guianensis (Figure 3). About half of all species showed
maximal reaches of up to a metre and the remaining half between
approximately 1 m to more than two and a half metres. The
analysis of variance (ANOVA) on a subsample of 181 shoots
belonging to 22 species represented by at least 3 shoots per species
showed significant differences between species (p-Value = 1.62e-
81) with 91% of the variation being attributed to species identity.
Tendril-climbers and root-climbers (the latter represented by
only Hedera helix) spanned the shortest range of distances from
14 to 91 cm. Twining species showed the widest range of distances
from 10 cm to 225 cm. Branch-hook angle climbers species
showed the longest distances ranging from 72 to 268 cm.

Reach and Morphology
Basal diameter varied by more than an order of magnitude from
0.59 mm (the stem twiner Fallopia dumetorum) to 13.74 mm
(the branch-hook angle climber Uncaria guianensis) (Figure 4A).
Overall, maximal reach increased with increasing basal shoot
diameter indicating that in general wider stems develop longer
reaches (R2 = 0.738; p-value = 1.5e-56) (Figure 4A). There was a
strong tendency for twiners to have smaller diameters than tendril
climbers for a given reach, particularly for short and medium
reaches. Branch-hook angle climbers tended to have the broadest
basal stem and the longest reach (Figure 4A).

Total shoot fresh mass varied from 0.062 g in the stem
twiner Fallopia dumetorum to 534.5 g in the branch-hook angle
climber Uncaria guianensis (Figure 4B). Overall total shoot fresh
mass also increased with reach (R2 = 0.783; p-value = 2.5e-64)
(Figure 4B). In general, longer searchers are also necessarily
heavier than shorter ones. For a given reach, twiners are again
distinguished by showing less fresh mass for a given reach
compared with other groups. However, the longer and more
weakly twining species, Pereskia aculeata and Aegiphila laevis
did not follow this trend. Each showed a rather divergent habit
with succulent stems (Pereskia) and expanded leaves (Aegiphila)
possibly explaining their higher searcher fresh mass. Overall, the
longest reaching species in the study were the heaviest.
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FIGURE 2 | Leaf display patterns on searcher shoots: (A) Delayed leaf development in the stem twiner Stigmaphyllon sinuatum (Malpighiaceae). The searcher
maintains leaves at a young stage of development, apart from at the very base during the entire self-supporting phase (t1). Leaves develop and fully expand only
when a support is attached (t2) or if the searcher does not find a support and becomes pendulous (t3). (B) Continuous leaf development in Machaerium quinata
(Fabaceae) a branch-hook angle climber. The searcher shoot remains self-supporting during multiple growth episodes. Leaves are developed initially at the searcher
base and are fully expanded (t1). While still self-supporting, further axial branches are developed (t2) and leaf development continues with fully expanded leaves
developing along the searcher from lateral branches (t3).

Among searchers bearing leaves, leaf lamina area varied by
more than two orders of magnitude from 0.18 cm2 (Fallopia
dumetorum) to 13455.43 cm2 (the branch-hook angle climber
Uncaria guianensis). Not all species presented leaf primordia
or expanded leaves on the searcher stem (e.g., Dioscorea
sagittata; Odontadenia perotteti, Smilax aspera) (R2 = 0.449;
p-Value = 1.81e-19) (Figure 4C). Leaf lamina area increased
with reach length, but lamina area was highly variable across
species and functional groups especially in the middle part

of the reach range (Figure 4B). Interestingly, some medium
and high reach species developed no leaf laminae. Only
three twining stem species and one tendril climber produced
strictly no leaves on the searcher stem. Leaf fresh mass, dry
mass and lamina area generally increased with reach length
across all species bearing leaf lamina at varying stages of
expansion (Supplementary Figure 3). Twining stems with lower
reaches stand out from other climbing types in showing less
leaf development.
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FIGURE 3 | Boxplots showing the maximal reach per species. Species are ordered by mean maximal reach capacity from the top and as four functional groups
based broadly on attachment type including: stem twiners (red), tendril climbers (yellow), root climbers (green), branch-hook-angle climbers (blue). (box plots:
line = median, box = 1st and 3rd quartiles).

Overall stem water content varied from c. 50 to 90% apart
from the predominantly woody searchers of the angle climber
Uncaria guianensis c. 20–30%. Overall, these values decreased
with searcher reach (R2 = 0.189; p-Value = 3.87e-10) (Figure 4D).
Longer reaching branch-hook angle climbers showed noticeably
lower water content whereas, stem twiners and tendril climbers
tended to show higher water content.

Mechanical Properties
Flexural rigidity (EI) at the base of searcher shoots increased with
increasing reach (R2 = 0.827; p-Value = 6.49e-71) (Figure 5A)
varying by 7 orders of magnitude across all species, from
3.20 N.mm2 (Fallopia dumetorum) to 2.34 × 107 N.mm2

(Uncaria guianensis). Stem twiners tended to show a lower

flexural rigidity for a given reach for all reach distances compared
with other groups.

A similar overall pattern was seen in terms of second
moment of area of the basal searcher shoot stem segment
(I) increased with reach (R2 = 0.711; p-Value = 1.12e-50)
(Figure 5B) varying by more than 5 orders of magnitude: from
6.05 × 10−3 mm4 (Fallopia dumetorum) to 1517.048 mm4

(Uncaria guianensis) (Figure 5B). Stem twiners tended to have
smaller second moments than most other functional groups even
among medium to longer reaching species.

Overall, structural Young’s modulus (stem stiffness) (Estr)
increased with reach (R2 = 0.453; p-Value = 1.62e-25) (Figure 5C)
and varied by two orders of magnitude, from 212.95 MN.m−2

in the monocotyledonous spine and tendril-climbing Smilax
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FIGURE 4 | Bivariate plots (log scale) of searcher reach (cm) and morphological traits. (A) Basal diameter (mm). (B) Total shoot fresh mass (g). (C) Lamina area (cm2)
(For searchers not producing leaves and for searchers bearing only leaf primordia or non-green leaves, the values were not included in the slope calculations and
symbols are depicted as lighter shades). (D) Shoot water content (%) (fresh mass).

aspera to 15479.08 MN.m−2 in the branch angle climber
Uncaria guianensis.

When stiffness was plotted against second moment of area,
a much lower prediction value was found compared with stem
rigidity (R2 = 0.142; p-Value = 1.46e-07) (Figure 5D). Visual
inspection of the data suggested that stem stiffness is not closely
correlated with basal stem size across all species of searcher.
In other words, for a given searcher basal size, there is a very
wide range of structural Young’s modulus values. This implies a
large range of organisational and structural anatomical patterns.
Among smaller diameter stems, twining stems tended to develop
relatively higher stiffness for a given reach and for a given

basal stem size. Larger diameter stems representing the longest
reaching angle climbers represented by Uncaria guianensis and
Machaerium floribundum showed the highest stiffness. The data
also pointed to the fact at least among the searchers studied, that
searchers or all kinds require a structural Young’s modulus of c.
3000 MNm−2 to maintain a reach of over c. 80 cm (Figure 5C).

Tests were carried out on how mechanical parameters were
scaled (slope) and constrained (R2) from short to long reach
capacities (Figure 5 and Table 3). Flexural rigidity (EI) was
expected to show a 104 relationship with reach capacity and did
not differ significantly from the observed slope (slope = 4.089).
This means that EI tends to remain proportional to the increase
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FIGURE 5 | Bivariate plots (log scale) of searcher reach (cm) and mechanical traits. (A) Flexural rigidity, EI, (N.mm2). (B) Structural Young’s modulus Estr (MN.m−2).
(C) Second moment of area, I (mm4). (D) Bivariate plot of Structural Young’s modulus Estr (MN.m−2) against stem second moment of area I (mm4).

in reach. Second moment of area (I) was also expected to show a
104 function with reach, but the estimated slope was significantly
lower (slope = 3.571). This means that second moment of area (I)
tended to be proportionally lower with increasing reach distance.
The slope of stem stiffness (Estr) against reach was expected to
show a 100 relationship was observed to be significantly higher
than the expected one (slope = 0.964). This means that basal
stiffness tended to be proportionally higher with increasing reach.

Anatomical Organisation
Anatomical organisations of the basal segments of searcher stems
are remarkably diverse (Figure 6). They vary from short reaching,
small cross-sections with relatively high proportions of primary

tissues to longer reaching, larger sections with noticeably higher
proportions of secondary tissues (Figure 7A). Stem twiners
and tendril climbers are mostly represented by smaller cross-
sections with large proportions of primary tissue although stem
twiners are also present as medium and long reaching larger stem
sections with well-developed wood cylinders (Figures 6, 7A).
Branch-hook angle climbers mostly include well-developed wood
cylinders among larger, longer reaching searchers.

Overall, outlines of searcher bases were mostly circular to
ellipsoidal and close to radially symmetrical, with the possible
exception of Paullinia caloptera, a tendril climber (Figure 6(6)).
Some of the smaller reach stems developed lobed outer stem
outlines, often containing mechanical tissue packed into the distal
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extremities of the lobes (Figures 6(1,4,10)). Stem geometries
of longer reach species were nearly all ellipsoid to rounded.
This suggests that secondary growth has a “rounding” effect on
stem geometry when wood and periderm replace outer primary
tissues (Figures 6(16-29)). Searchers of the tendril climber Cissus
haematantha showed a distinctly square external outline, with
pointed wing-like extensions packed with collenchyma cells.

Cross-sectional area ranged from 0.30 mm2 in the small twiner
Fallopia dumetorum to 149.9 mm2 in the large, long reaching
branch-hook angle climber Uncaria guianensis (Supplementary
Table 1).

Cross-sectional areas of mechanical tissues (xylem, cortical
fibres and collenchyma) varied from 0.15 mm2 (Fallopia
dumetorum) to 103.6 mm2 (Uncaria guianensis) and from 18%
(Hedera helix) to 84% (Bauhinia guianensis). Second moment of
area of all mechanical tissues combined varied from 0.0048 mm4

(Fallopia dumetorum) to 1182.73 mm4 (Uncaria guianensis)
(Supplementary Table 1). The relative contribution of all
mechanical tissues combined to the second moment of area
(I) varied from 28.4% (Smilax aspera) to 80.8% (Stigmaphyllon
sinuatum) (Figure 7A).

Cross sectional area of pith (medullary parenchyma and
fibres combined) varied from 0.06 mm2 (Fallopia dumetorum)
to 33.8 mm2 (Rubus ulmifolius) (Figures 7A, 8A). Relative
proportions varied from 2.97% (Elaeagnus umbellata) to 59%
(Rubus ulmifolius) of the cross-sectional area and were not
observed to vary significantly with the reach. Absolute values
of pith area increased with reach (R2 = 0.54; p-value = 1.5e-
33) indicating that the pith is a potentially key trait linked to
searcher length. Absolute second moment of area of pith varied
from 0.00028 mm4 (Fallopia dumetorum) to 93.74 mm4 (Rubus
ulmifolius). Pith contribution to second moment of area varied
from 0.098% (Elaeagnus umbellata) to 43.6% (Smilax aspera)
(Figure 7B). Some searcher stems containing a relatively large
pith showed evidence of tissue voiding and the development of
a pith cavity. Pith voids were not included in the calculations
of the cross-sectional area but directly influenced values of
second moment of area of the remaining pith and other tissues
(Figures 6(5,11)).

Xylem cross-sectional area (cross-sectional area of primary
xylem bundles for monocots and cross-sectional area of primary
and secondary xylem for dicots) varied from 0.028 mm2 (Fallopia
dumetorum) to 103.59 mm2 (Uncaria guianensis). Xylem relative
proportion of cross-sectional area ranged from 6.46% (Fallopia
dumetorum) to 81.2% (Bauhinia guianensis) of the cross-sectional
area. Absolute second moment of area of xylem varied from
0.00033 mm4 (Fallopia dumetorum) to 1182.73 mm4 (Uncaria
guianensis). Xylem relative contribution to the second moment of
area varied from 3.02% (Fallopia dumetorum) to 71.9% (Croton
pullei) (Figure 8B). Xylem relative contribution to the second
moment of area (I) was significantly and positively correlated
with the reach (R2 = 0.635; p-Value = 5.3e-43).

Cross-sectional areas of bark supportive tissues (cortical fibers
and collenchyma) were not observed in Gouania blanchetiana,
Elaeagnus umbellata, Davilla nitida, Croton pullei, Bauhinia
guianensis, Aegiphila laevis and Uncaria guianensis. But when
present, it varied from 0.026 mm2 (Sabicea cinerea) to 5.026 mm2

(Rubus ulmifolius). In such case, stiff bark relative proportion
of cross-sectional area ranged from 1.29% (Sabicea cinerea)
to 42.86% (Fallopia dumetorum) of the cross-section area.
Second moment of area of bark supportive tissues varied from
0.0045 mm4 (Fallopia dumetorum) to 43.3054 mm4 (Rubus
ulmifolius). Contribution of bark supportive tissues to the second
moment of area varied from 2.09% (Sabicea cinerea) to 64.17%
(Fallopia dumetorum) (Figure 8B). Their relative contribution to
the second moment of area (I) was significantly and negatively
correlated with the reach (R2 = 0.389; p-Value = 2.64e-19).

Overall, smaller reach species developed relatively less wood
and notably produced higher proportions of peripheral
extraxylary mechanical tissues (Figure 7A), especially
cortical fibres and hypodermal collenchyma (Supplementary
Figures 1A–L). Analyses of second moment of area indicate
that for a number of small reach species including stem twiners
and tendril climbers the peripheral placement of mechanical
tissue occurs outside relatively large areas of cortical tissue.
A variety of thickened fibre tissue was observed across species
including lignified cells which represented either longitudinally
elongated fibres (Supplementary Figure 2B) or longitudinally

TABLE 3 | Standardised major axis regression results.

Y X Log-transformation P-values R2 Estimated slope Expected slope CI95

EI R “xy” 6.49e-71 0.827 4.089 4 3.837–4.357

Estr R “xy” 1.62e-25 0.453 0.964 0 0.852–1.091

I R “xy” 1.12e-50 0.711 3.571 4 3.286–3.881

Estr I “xy” 1.46e-07 0.142 0.277 0 0.236–0.325

D R “xy” 1.50e-56 0.738 0.944 1 0.875–1.018

Shootfreshmass R “xy” 2.50e-64 0.783 2.367 1 2.202–2.543

Alamina R “xy” 1.81e-19 0.449 2.226 2 1.963–2.525

SWC R “x” 3.87e-10 0.189 –33.593 0 (–38.618) – (–29.221)

Apith R “xy” 1.50e-33 0.54 1.754 2 1.582–1.945

I%xylem R “x” 5.30e-43 0.635 56.514 0 51.92–61.515

I%bark R “x” 2.64e-19 0.389 –56.045 0 (–63.562) – (–49.417)

Freshlamina R “xy” 1.86e-20 0.467 2.281 2 2.02–2.576

Drylamina R “xy” 2.47e-23 0.516 2.466 2 2.182–2.788
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FIGURE 6 | Diversity of anatomical organisations organised by increasing mean reach per species (scale bar = 500 µm for all specimens). Colours distinguishing
different tissues are the same than choose for Figure 3. (1) Fallopia dumetorum; (2) Smilax aspera; (3) Dioscorea sagittata; (4) Clematis vitalba; (5) Lonicera
japonica; (6) Paullinia caloptera; (7) Hedera helix; (8) Mesechites trifidus; (9) Serjania membranaceae; (10) V. Vitifera; (11) Styzophyllum riparium; (12) Sabicea
cinerea; (13) Cissus haematantha; (14) T. jasminoïdes; (15) Byttneria cordifoli; (16) Gouania blanchatiana; (17) Condylocarpon guianense; (18) Stigmaphyllon
sinuatum; (19) Davilla nitida; (20) Rubus ulmifolius; (21) Machaerium quinata; (22) Elaeagnus umbellata; (23) Croton pullei; (24) Odontadenia perotteti; (25) Aegiphila
laevis; (26) Pereskia aculeata; (27) Bauhinia guianensis; (28) Machaerium floribundum; (29) Uncaria guianensis. Functional groups are indicated by different coloured
frames: stem twiners (red), tendril climbers (yellow), root climbers (green), branch-hook-angle climbers (blue).
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FIGURE 7 | Proportions of main tissues at base of searcher shoot (A) mean proportion of tissues to cross-sectional area (A%) (B) mean% contribution of tissues to
second moment of area (I%).

foreshortened sclereids (Supplementary Figure 2A). Primary
fibre organisations included entire rings of interconnected fibres
(Supplementary Figure 2F), separated perivascular bundles
(Supplementary Figure 2E), and also, notably in twining species
of Apocynaceae and Malpighiaceae islets of cortical fibres with
g-layer walls (Supplementary Figures 2G–I). Basal organisations
of longer reach searchers overall showed a decreasing amount
of primary fibre tissue in terms of both cross-sectional area
and second moment of area concomitant with increasing
amounts of vascular tissue (Figures 7A,B and Supplementary
Figures 2U–X).

DISCUSSION

Morphological Diversity
This study compared the attachment and reach characteristics of
29 species of climber from tropical and temperate environments.
The sampling included most of the well-known kinds of
attachment strategies that characterise climbing plants,
including stem twiners, tendril climbers, and branch-hook

angle climbers. Our sample only included one root climbing
species from temperate environments and this category is
perhaps underrepresented. Despite this, the sampling overall
reflects climbing mechanisms among many woody vines and
lianas (Gallagher and Leishman, 2012).

One of the aims of this analysis was to find out how different
reach capabilities might be linked to different attachment modes,
climbing strategies, and stem structure and mechanics (Putz,
1984; Rowe et al., 2006; Wyka et al., 2013; Gianoli, 2015).
Our field observations underlined the difficulty of attributing a
single kind of attachment strategy or attachment mode. Instead,
many temperate and tropical climbers rely on combinations of
attachment mode during searching and climbing. For example,
Smilax aspera has epicuticular structures modified into prickles
as well as stipules modified into tendrils. Both of these are
observed to anchor the plant to host plants in different ways
and on different kinds of supports. Both Dioscorea sagittata
and Byttneria cordifolia twine around supports via the main
searcher axis but these plants also relied on relatively stiff
and angled or reflexed-petioles that act as hooks to attach to
host branches. These multi-attaching mechanisms underline the
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FIGURE 8 | Bivariate scatter plots of reach (cm) against main tissue types. (A) Plot of Reach (cm) against pith area (mm2). (B) Plot of Reach (cm) against%
contribution of xylem and bark to second moment of are of the stem (Values for searchers not encounting for cortical fibers and collenchyma in their stem anatomy
were not included in the slope calculations and symbols are depicted as lighter shades).

difficulty of attributing species to a functional group based on
attachment. It is clear that many species possess a combination of
attachment and climbing methods (e.g., Cabanillas and Hurrell,
2012; Soffiatti and Rowe, 2020) that can operate at different scales
and attachment forces (Steinbrecher et al., 2010). This likely
influences the range of habitats and kinds of three-dimensional
space they can exploit. The notion of “complex attachments”
(Caballé, 1986), also supports the idea that attachment strategies
cannot always be categorised in regard of a single organ. Studies
attempting to integrate attachment mechanisms and ecological
patterns possibly require more detailed methods of comparing
complex combinations of growth and attachment mechanisms.

Reach Variation
Maximal reach varied markedly between species and was not
strictly linked to mode of attachment. This was particularly the
case in stem twining species where both short and long reach
species are represented. Our measurements seeking to identify
the maximal reaches for a given plant individual in the field
also suggested that maximal reach can vary in amplitude among
longer reach species. The implication is that some longer reach
species might be able to exploit smaller gaps as self-supporting
shoots foraging for supports, however a more detailed sampling
including maximum and minimum reach would be necessary to
explore this further.

Our study showed a highest reach limit of approximately
2.5 m, this is less than previous measurements of reach in tropical
climbers (Putz, 1984), with lengths reported up to 3 m. However,
sampling here focussed on searcher stems derived mostly from

branches of mature individuals rather than young individuals
in a juvenile self-supporting phase of growth (Caballé, 1998;
Speck and Rowe, 1999). Some tropical climbing species can reach
heights of well over 2.5 m as young self-supporting individuals,
as can be regularly seen with species of Strychnos (Loganiaceae)
as well as Croton and Manihot (Euphorbiaceae) (Gallenmüller
et al., 2004; Rowe et al., 2006; Ménard et al., 2013). These
can develop self-supporting statures comparable with treelets.
Furthermore, our survey did not include some of the larger
bodied monocot climbers, the rattans (Calamoideae) and genus
Desmoncus (Arecaceae) (Isnard and Rowe, 2008). These non-
woody palms can produce self-supporting attachment organs
(cirri) that can also have reaches longer than 2.5 m. Clearly,
the reach capabilities between different species and different
life histories can also depend on the state of development as
young “treelet”-sized individuals or as branches developing on
individuals that are already attached and climbing. There are
probably functional differences as well as risk differences between
attachment strategies of juvenile plants and searcher branches of
adults. For example, the collapse of searchers on adult branches
is potentially an advantage representing a shift to alternative
functions such as light capture. However, a young individual that
collapse to the ground in the dark understory possibly faces a
setback to the plants’ development.

Mechanical Properties and Reach
Reach capacity is strongly linked to flexural rigidity at the base
of the searcher shoot. Longer searchers have higher stem rigidity
at their bases than shorter ones. Values of Young’s modulus
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showed a huge range of values for a given reach and also for
a given basal stem second moment of area. This suggests that
different species have evolved many different ways of developing
mechanical properties to enable a given rigidity and reach. This
is consistent with the anatomical observations indicating a wide
array of anatomical architectures.

The scaling relationships suggested that none of the searcher
shoots were mechanically “over-designed.” Instead, we found
that they were just as rigid as necessary to sustain their total
shoot fresh mass and traverse the gap distances consistent that
they are putatively adapted for. This is consistent with the long-
held belief that vines and lianas have diverse habitat preferences
(Gentry, 1991), such as transitions from disturbed to stable
environments (Laurance et al., 2014; Ledo and Schnitzer, 2014;
Campbell et al., 2018); attachment to large- to small-diameter
supports (Putz, 1984; Hegarty, 1991; Goriely and Neukirch, 2006;
Carrasco-Urra and Gianoli, 2009) and establishment in early to
late successional settings (Letcher and Chazdon, 2012; Letcher,
2015). We suggest that habitat preference also involves selection
in terms of reach implying that different climbing plants are
adapted for different three-dimensional habitats in terms of
interspacing of supports.

The scaling relationship also indicated that longest reaching
stems had proportionally smaller stem cross-sections with
proportionally smaller second moments of area for their long
reach. These longest reaching stems also developed the stiffest
mechanical properties in terms of structural Young’s modulus
(Estr). The result is interesting because it suggests that even the
longest reaching, broadest searcher stems remain proportionally
narrow compared to short-reaching searchers.

Development of a wood cylinder with a significant
contribution to rigidity is eventually necessary for sustaining a
searcher shoot beyond a certain reach. The study suggests that
searcher shoots of vines and lianas (at least those included in
this study) do not cross a potential allometric divide separating
them from trees. The study suggests that climbers do not grow
like trees with indeterminate secondary growth of the stiff early
growth-phase wood of the juvenile phase.

The mechanical data indicated that stem twiners potentially
develop a different mechanical architecture compared with other
tested groups. Overall, twiners developed less rigid, smaller cross-
sections but apparently compensated for a small diameter by
developing a relatively high Young’s modulus (high stiffness of
the tissues comprising the stem). For a given reach, stem twiners
were also lighter than other climbing categories and at the same
time also tended to have a higher shoot water content. We
suspect that this reflects the need for turgor driven movements
and circumnutation needed to deploy attachment and twining.
Oscillatory movements are controlled by active water transport
in cells, generating elongation on one side of the stem that is
actively regulated by signals emitted on the compression side
(Millet et al., 1988; Care et al., 1998; Rivière et al., 2017). Searcher
organisation reflects the developmental compromise between
being stiff and rigid enough at the base to mechanically support
and orientate the searcher but at the same time retain flexibility
and mobility nearer the apex. The presence of stem twining across
such a large range of reaches is a striking result of this study. It

contrasts with the narrower ranges of reach seen among tendril
climbers and branch-angle climbers. Twiners seem able to do
all of the reaches.

The Structural Diversity of Searchers
Overall, narrow searchers of short-reach species develop small
cross-sectional areas and second moments of area of wood.
Instead, they rely on peripheral primary tissues for stem
stiffness. Long-reach searchers almost all have well-developed
wood cylinders with large wood cross-sections and second
moments of area.

The data also indicate that there is a threshold of maximum
reach, which is limited by stem stiffness. Searchers generally
develop a relatively high stiffness with a structural Youngs
modulus of at least 3000 MNm−2 in order to cross spans of
more than c. 80 cm. In other words, whatever the interplay of
stem second moment of area (I) and stem stiffness (E) across
all species, it appears that searchers must have tissues with high
stiffness contributing to the rigidity in order to traverse gaps
longer than 80 cm. It appears, at least among those tested, that
climbing plants do not produce long reaches with wide diameters
(high second moments of area) and with tissues that are low in
stiffness (compliant). Short-reach searchers limit development of
stiff wood whereas most long-reach species develop significant
amounts of wood. However long reach searchers must develop
stiff tissues to exceed gaps of 80 cm.

The study emphasised that pith size is a key developmental
feature behind searcher stem diameter and rigidity.
Measurements of second moment of area indicate that the
pith can act as a geometrical spacer around which stiff tissues
can be placed and provide relatively high rigidity for relatively
little material (Mahley et al., 2018; Olson et al., 2018; Pittermann
and Olson, 2018; Levionnois et al., 2020, 2021). A large pith
occurred across different reach lengths and also between
different attachment strategies. Short-reach twiners, in particular,
developed a large pith with stiff primary fibre tissues positioned
to the outside of the stem cross-section thus raising their second
moment of area and contribution to rigidity. The principal is not
just seen in short-reach twiners but is also well known in species
of Rubus, a branch-hook climber and medium to long reach
searcher. Stems produced a very large pith but with relatively
little wood in the cross-sectional area producing a long reach
and high rigidity. The pith acting as a central spacer is well
known for fern and vascular plant petioles (Mahley et al., 2018;
Levionnois et al., 2020) and self-supporting stems of plants in
general (Borchert and Pockman, 2005; Rosell and Olson, 2014;
Plavcová and Jansen, 2015). In the vines and lianas studied
here, most short-reach species bear significant proportions of
parenchyma tissues but this was also observed in a long-reach
species (i.e., Pereskia acuelata). Abundant parenchyma cells may
be linked to other functions. (i) fast growing systems that require
tissues with a high volume:weight ratio to produce relatively
high moments of inertia (e.g., the case of many short-reach
species, vine-like and fast-growing lianas). (ii) searchers with
active searching movements may require water capacitance to
sustain growth in environments with high evapotranspiration
(Borchert and Pockman, 2005).
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G-fibres have been viewed as playing a role in attachment
mechanisms via thigmomorphogenetic development (Meloche
et al., 2006; Bowling and Vaughn, 2009). Extraxylary fibres with
gelatinous wall layers are present in the bark tissues of many
searcher shoots and these have been recently linked to stem
development in the climbing habit (Chery et al., 2020). The
presence of G-fibres was identified in Stigmaphyllon sinuatum
and four species within the Apocynaceae. They were present as
bundles of thick-walled gelatinous fibres in the outer part of
the cross-stem section. These were mostly observed in twining
species in which the searcher shoot needs to extend across gaps
but also attach to supports via movement and twining. We
suspect that G-fibres possibly facilitate small changes in motor
tissue properties in some searchers to generate rapid postural
responses. In contrast searcher shoots adapted for crossing large
gaps between supports, such as some of the branch-hook angle
climbers and tendril climbers may maximise second moment
of area and stem stiffness but possibly at the risk of limiting
stem mobility and active movements for finding and attaching
actively to supports.

Leaf Development on Searcher Stems
To our knowledge, leaf development on searcher shoots has
not been studied in any detail across different functional
groups of climbers and in relation to searching, attaching, and
climbing. Our survey showed a highly variable leaf development
pattern. Previous observers have noted that leaf expansion
during twining and attachment would hinder circumnutatory
movements and connection with host supports (Raciborski,
1900; French, 1977). To some extent, this is borne out by our
observations where stem twining species deploying long, curved,
circumnutatory shoots are leafless or bear only leaf primordia or
undeveloped leaves.

Some of the tendril climbers, especially Clematis vitalba,
develop many leaves during searcher deployment representing
a large proportion of the fresh mass that the searcher base
must support. We suspect that in some searcher deployment
mechanisms, early deployment of fully developed leaves would
mean that searcher shoots would become elastically unstable. In
Clematis, we have observed that this results in the collapse of the
leafy searcher on top of host branches with leaves fully expanded
thus ensuring that the climbers’ leaves lie on top of the host leaves.
The outcome would be similar to other species which accomplish
a “leaves on top” strategy via a leaf ratcheting mechanism of micro
hooks on the leaf surfaces (Bauer et al., 2011).

Elastic instability and flopping of searchers that do not reach
a support are generally widespread in climbing plants. Some
climbing life histories might take advantage of elastic instability
for deploying leaf-ready stems that can cover host leaves before
attachment. This kind of mechanism might be especially relevant
among long range branch-hook angle climbers that deploy leaves
early during the searcher self-supporting phase. Elastic instability
and early leaf expansion might also be consistent with tendril
and hook climbing mechanisms that attach to narrow branches
on contact. It is perhaps less consistent with circumnutatory
movements and twining attachment. In summary, some of
the leaf deployment strategies are consistent with the idea

that reach and leaf deployment on top of host leafy shoots
might be coordinated.

Overall, most searcher shoots developed leaves to some extent
but the development and positioning of leaves vary a lot between
individual species and functional groups. Our observations of
leafy searchers suggest that leaf development probably varies
according to different searcher attachment mechanisms.

In the long reaching stem twiner Odontadenia leaf expansion
occurs close to the basal attachment point of the searcher but
leaf primordia along the rest of the searcher do not continue
development if the searcher remains in an open self-supporting
state. Among twiners, it appears that searchers can grow
autonomously without leaves up to around 1 m in length but
after this most species need to develop leaves to maintain growth.
The longest reaching species Uncaria guianensis developed an
order of magnitude more of leaf area than other species. This
is consistent with its high rigidity and an attachment mode that
does not rely on rapid movements and circumnutation. The
example highlights the fact that some species can sacrifice active
searching and circumnutatory movements for long reach with
high rigidity, high leaf surface area (autonomy), and passive
attachment mechanism via open hook-like organs.

Reach, Trade-Offs, and Approaches
Our survey of liana searchers and their reach has highlighted
some important principles on how climbing plants cross gaps to
attach to supports. First, at the risk of generalisation numerous
studies have highlighted the huge diversity of cambial variants
across many liana groups and its functional convergence to
promote flexibility and toughness. We suggest that the diversity
and convergence of the self-supporting and attaching phases
of the life history are no less important for understanding
the climbing growth habit, but have perhaps not been as fully
studied. Our findings highlighted the fact that the reach of
searchers is integrated with other essential functional traits.
A key finding is that long reach requires sufficient rigidity
in the basal part of the searcher. However, long-reach and
high rigidity might limit active circumnutational and nutational
searching movements to more distal parts of the searcher. We
suspect that this basic underlying requirement and limit on
searching movement is a key feature of liana growth strategies,
from short range highly mobile searcher behaviours to long
range less mobile searching and foraging behaviours. Our
study suggests that this trade-off between reach length and
searching behaviour also influences the strength and reliability
of attachment. Most long-range searchers attach by branch-
hook-angle mechanisms, which only need passive or swaying
movements of the searcher to engage. Most shorter-range
searching mechanisms rely on less rigid mechanical organisations
and could depend on stem twining and tendril climbing. Long
range branch-hook-angle attachments require that the searcher
stays in tension to remain engaged whereas short range twining
and tendril mechanisms can form irreversible attachments to the
appropriate supports.

Our study only analysed the maximal reach of searcher shoots,
in other words, the longest reaches a given species can span.
It would be interesting for further studies to see, in particular,
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whether woody, long-reaching, branch-hook-angle climbers can
attach and exploit short range supports in cluttered 3-D spaces
or whether they are more restricted to spanning longer distances.
The whole question of the ability of a given species to effectively
reach and attach across short or long distances is an important
ecological consideration.

This study is an unashamedly detailed exploration of
reach, stem mechanics, tissue distributions, and attachment
mechanisms in climbing plant searchers. Broad-based
comparisons of many species at an ecological scale would
probably require a shorter task list of nevertheless informative
traits providing information on vine and liana dynamics. What
are the key traits among the traits? We think that the shift from
“stiff” to “flexible” is central to vine and liana biology and a major
axis of the developmental spectrum that can potentially explain
many patterns of functional diversity at an ecological level. The
relationship between stem rigidity (EI), stem stiffness (E) and
stem second moment of area (I) pioneered for climbing plants
by Speck (1991) is a powerful approach and can also be relatively
easily carried out in the field with minimal logistics. Conserving
stem segments measured in basic storage media (alcohol) can
enable further measurements of density, tissue development as
well as chemical and ultrastructural traits at a later date if desired.
Of course, without necessarily going into the same level of tissue
mapping detail that we demonstrate in this paper. However, the
opportunity to identify tissue patterns in relation to mechanical
properties and measures of performance such as reach offer
higher levels of interpretation than for example measurements
restricted to stem or wood density.

From Climbing Plants to New
Technologies
Our study on searcher biology highlighted the interest of
observing and measuring liana searchers in field conditions,
where functional traits can be measured in the context of the
demands and constraints acting on them in the environment.
These not only generate information on the functional biology
and potential ecological implications of complex functional
traits but can at the same time generate new information
for bioinspired technologies. Plant stems have been of interest
over recent years as potential models for new technological
innovations (Milwich et al., 2006). Climbing plants have come
under increasing scrutiny as biological role models for new
technological applications, particularly in soft robotics (Fiorello
et al., 2020). The light structured organisation of searcher
shoots—the use of a light central pith as a mechanical spacer;
externally placed rings, columns, ribs and struts of stiff, light,
geometrically optimised tissues are all present in the limited
sample we studied. All are of potential interest as transferable
blueprints for new kinds of technical artefacts. Searcher-like
artefacts for difficult-to-reach applications in cluttered, cramped,
and unpredictable 3-D spaces have been developed from climbing
plants (Walker, 2015; Wooten and Walker, 2018; Wooten et al.,
2018). Other studies have explored climbing plant searchers for
technical innovations in terms of new bio-inspired actuating
mechanisms based on changes in stem orientation, stem shape,

and swellability of their hydrogel-like tissues (Soffiatti and Rowe,
2020; Bastola et al., 2021a,b).

At the beginning of this paper, we mentioned that the presence
of multi-attachment systems seemed “complex” and “difficult
to suitably classify or group.” This attachment organ dilemma
highlights the difficulty and usefulness of trying to “group”
climbing plant life histories or functional groups via a single
“key syndrome.” The issue is probably widespread in functional
biology and ecology. In fact, detailed in situ-field observations
indicate that multi-attachment systems are common and can
show a meaningful and consistent overall functionality when
observed with respect to the plant development (in time) and the
spatial and three-dimensional contingencies in the environment
(in space). Notions such as two-step attachment mechanisms in
the spines and root-climbing attachment of a climbing cactus
(Soffiatti and Rowe, 2020) and active, coordinated, multi-step
attachment processes in the humble English ivy (Melzer et al.,
2010) are the kinds of dynamic trait combination that when
understood and measured in the field and lab can potentially
resolve (i) the problem of “attempting to group climbing plant
life histories by attachment type, (ii) demonstrate and resolve
a detailed functionality and (iii) provide novel concepts for
bioinspired technologies based on trait behaviours under real-
world situations.
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